
Tour of particles in the ocean  IOPs and particle characteristics, and the physical 
theory describing how they are linked.

Lab: Mie theory and modeling IOPs from 
particle characteristics.

Group exercise:  Designing an optical sampling plan 
to observe processes/properties of interest

Tuesday lab:  Hydrolight, part I

Friday lab:  Hydrolight, part 2

Tuesday:  Light and radiometry and their measurement

Friday:  CalibraIon and validaIon of remote sensing

Class context:  Week 2 roadmap

MONDAY: particles to IOPs and back

Wednesday lab:  PolarizationWednesday: AOPs and the radiative transfer equation
       Polarization

(Week 1, Day 1: Overview of light in water)

(Week 1, Days 2-5: IOPs)

Thursday lab: Radiometric measurementsThursday:  Intro to Remote Sensing; LIDAR

Thursday: Overview of inline system for underway optics sampling

Week 3:  Cruise!

Friday:  Check-in and general cruise preparation



Introduction to 
Remote Sensing

Patrick, Kelsey, with help from others!



What is remote sensing?



What is remote sensing?
…as simple as an iphone on a fishing pole

Ocean optics side project 2015, ‘Landsat 10’



What is remote sensing?
as complex as a billion dollar mission with over a decade of planning



Remote sensing considerations

Spectral resolution

Spatial resolution 

Time resolution (coverage)

Signal strength (relative to noise)
 



Spectral resolution

hyperspectral

mul7spectral

monochromatic





Space/time resolution



Space/time resolution



From Bruce Monger



Typical Syn-syn ocean satellite



Space/4me resolu4on

geostationary
satellites





NOAA



Duke Marine Robotics and Remote Sensing



Aerospace Information Research Institute (AIR)



Gray et al





NASA/Wikipedia



For passive OCR we’re 
measuring Lt and deriving Rrs

For active systems we’re 
measuring backscatter

For SST we’re measuring 
~12um and assuming 
blackbody and using Planck’s 
Law

For SSH we’re measuring 
backscatter of radar or lidar 
backscatter (altimetry)

NASA Earth Observatory



From Bruce Monger



from curt



from curt



Signal strength relative to noise

signal

noise signal
noise

vs

What studies are enabled from the left plot compared to right?



Ocean color remote sensing is an INVERSE PROBLEM
Radiometers observed the combined effects of optical constituents, 
not the constitutes themselves. 

sensor

Rrs (λ)

in practice, same Rrs can 
be observed for different 
water conditions



Ocean color remote sensing is an INVERSE PROBLEM
Radiometers observed the combined effects of optical constituents, 
not the constitutes themselves.

sensor

Rrs (λ)

Ancillary data are needed when possible 
to eliminate unphysical solutions that may 
be mathematically sound! 

in practice, same Rrs can 
be observed for different 
water conditions



Siegel et al 2022

Many products are retrieved from remote 
sensing that are used by modelers as 
independent products

However, these products are highly correlated 
with each other as they are derived from one 
central product 

How independent are RS products?





Duke Marine Robotics and Remote Sensing



Gray et al



Gray et al



Gray et al



Gray et al
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Gray et al









Tavora et al

a) MODIS Rrs b) Surface Rrs c) Aquatic Rrs
d) Surface chl-a e) Aquatic chl-a
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Complementary Satellites to OCR



Complementary Satellites to OCR



Relevancy of remote sensing for societal challenges



NASA Earth Observatory

“New normal’ of sargassum blooms??

Work by Mengqiu Wang and Chaumin Hu



Detection of algal blooms can lead to health benefits and financial savings 



Cael et al 2023

MODIS-Aqua’s 20th birthday

Previously it was thought 30 years were needed to detect climate change trend (separate from natural 
interannual variability)….
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MODIS-Aqua’s 20th birthday

Previously it was thought 30 years were needed to detect climate change trend (separate from natural 
interannual variability)….

Multivariate trend analysis 
has more information than 
univariate (chl)!

Cael et al 2023



Cael et al 2023

>50% of ocean has detectable climate change 
(in multivariate Rrs) trend after 20 years. 



Surface Biology and Geology

LIFE ON A RAPIDLY 
CHANGING EARTH



(from Dave Schimel, With appreciaIon to Lovenduski and Bonan)

Significance for future PIs 

Missions and analyses we design 
now will be measuring peak periods 
of CO2 and unprecedented 
temperature changes

We may be close to tipping points



Decadal strategic vision released by NASA 
for ocean biology and biogeochemistry 
community

5 grand challenges



Decadal strategic vision released by NASA 
for ocean biology and biogeochemistry 
community

5 grand challenges


